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Open Brief / Open Letter

to 

- AIVD & INTERPOL, France & FBI, America

8 december 2008

AIVD causes war in NL & EU,

We all know that PVV-Geert Wilders wants to show his film Fitna to the world on an 
International tour. All countries 'need to conspire against the Islam',  according to Wilders.

For example
The Israel-parliament has to see the film.
Why doesn't he travel to Palestina?  Why hasn't he read the book of Queen Noor from Jordan?
Wilders refuses to recognize my websites & ICC-case too.

(Dear Noor, you don't miss out on anything.... Forget it!)

AIVD should have read my file when I reported them on local war-lords in Bloemendaal-Haarlem-Schiphol 
airport = powerful public servants who refuses to recognize the authority of the local judge.   

Should have: 
● stopped Balkenende & Co from the day my files were published on the Web.
● stopped the parliament from 1 may 2007, the day I started the ICC-case.
● stopped war-crimes  - racism & etnic cleansings -  taking place within ICC itself
● stoped war-crimes of UN Ban Ki Moon, UNHCHR, EU & NATO.

As you can see on desireestokkkel.nl   there are 2 letters from AIVD that claim:
'We can't do anything for you...and we will never respond to your requests from now on...'. 

AIVD is obliged by NL-constitution to remove criminal politicians from parliament.

NCTb is in the news with 'the film Fitna is going to cause disturbances in a second round'. 

Personally,  I believe that AIVD & NCTb are aware of what I publish here.
They misuse the Fitna-film to cover up for their contribution to the war-makers-industry we 
have in NL = they know 'that I am right and they work like heavy criminals'. 

Advice for  Mossad:
'Tell Geert Wilders that I informed you on my ICC-case on my own initiative, because I am a 
war-victum in NL due to NL-war-makers = NL should have had New Elections for parliament, 
announced to the world at the latest on 1 june 2007. NL has official dictators in parliament, 
waiting for a trail with ICC. ICC is partial & corrupt to NL'.

This is a highly effective method 'to stop him'. 
Don't give him freedom to cause more war.... 
ALL NL-MPs get the freedom to build hel. 
See what happens to NATO = their machinepark is being destroyed by Taliban. 
Don't let NL destroy other nations.

Take a wise decision, anchored in Galaxy-EQ,
desiree stokkel 
donkerelaan 39 
2061 jk bloemendaal nederland      
+31 23 5279457
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